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Abstract—Automated model-based test generation has seen an
undeniable trend towards obtaining large numbers of test cases.
However, the full beneﬁts of this trend have not yet percolated to
downstream activities, such as debugging. We present Disqover
for automated software debugging based on code sequence
covers that leverages execution traces, or alternatively, sequence
covers of large numbers of failing test cases to quickly identify
causes of test failures, thereby aiding debugging. We develop
a new algorithm that efﬁciently extracts commonalities between
sequence covers in the form of ordered subsequences and values of
variables contained in these subsequences that contribute to each
failure. The results of our experimental evaluation suggest that
users of Disqover need only 30% of the time needed to identify
faults compared to the baseline in a user study. Furthermore, we
show that the number of inspected statements using our approach
is smaller than that of other state-of-the-art systems by multiple
orders of magnitude. Additionally, we show that increasing the
number and diversity of test cases improves our results by further
decreasing the length of output subsequences to be examined.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Software debugging is one of the main activities in the software development process. It is used extensively by software
developers to localize faults. Manual debugging is by far the
most popular, but difﬁcult and time consuming approach [25].
In order for the developer to manually debug an application
that contains an error, ﬁrst she has to understand the way the
application works then determine the root cause of the error by
backtracking, navigating through the code dependencies, possibly running the code multiple times, and parsing the program
logs in order to collect clues about the reasons of the error, so
that the developer can ﬁnally identify the source of the error
and ﬁx it. The need to understand program functionality has
become central to debugging, as there are many programmers
who participate in the development phase. A developer who
works on ﬁxing a speciﬁc bug may not necessarily have written
the code, and thus, has to understand unfamiliar program
parts. This task takes a considerable amount of effort and
time [21]. Even after the developer becomes familiar with
the code, ﬁguring out the statements in the code that that
produce the error is non-trivial. The developer has to envision
multiple scenarios (by exploring different possibilities of the
input space) to check all the potentially error-causing execution
paths. There has been some work on automating this step in
the literature [13]. The ﬁnal step, which is determining the
source of the error (fault localization) is the hardest aspect of
debugging [21] because it requires analyzing hundreds of lines
of code to determine the root cause of the error.
Although to date software debugging remains largely manual, it is not the case with software testing. Advances in
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software test generation have yielded new techniques that
can automatically produce a large numbers of test cases,
and execute them to validate the correctness of the program.
There are different paradigms in the literature upon which
automatic test case generation techniques are based, such as
behavioral and interactional UML models [10], event ﬂow
graphs [19], event interaction graphs [28], feature models [24],
and mathematical models [12].
In this paper, we leverage the execution results of such
large numbers of test cases to aid in the downstream activity
of debugging, i.e., to help the developer ﬁnd the source of
an error. We analyze the sequences of statements executed by
failing test cases (sequence covers 1 ), and output a subsequence
of statements (with dynamically-observed values of variables)
that is common between them. The developer uses our output
to ﬁnd the exact root cause of the error. Finding error-causing
code using our output in the form of code subsequences is
easier and more convenient for the developer than inspecting
the code itself. Firstly, code subsequences can be examined
in linear order. Developers do not need to track code dependencies and consider different ways the code can be executed.
Second, code subsequences are derived from execution traces,
and hence capture runtime information as well, such as the
code execution order, and variable values at runtime. This
allows developers to relate the variable values to the error.
Finding commonalities between code sequence covers
corresponds to the multiple common subsequences problem,
which is NP-hard [26]. This problem is also related to the
multiple sequence alignment problem that is well studied in the
computational biology literature [17], [9]. Most approaches for
ﬁnding multiple common subsequences focus only on ﬁnding
the longest common subsequence, and hence are not applicable to our case as the common subsequence of statements
that contains the faulty path is not necessarily the longest.
Furthermore, approaches for multiple sequence alignment are
mostly iterative, i.e., they only align one sequence at a time
with the current set of sequences, and hence are dependent on
the evaluation order, and do not necessarily result in optimal
alignment. Additionally, multiple sequence alignment allows
mismatches as a compromise to get longer subsequences,
which is not allowed in our case. Therefore, we propose a new
efﬁcient algorithm for ﬁnding common subsequences between
code sequence covers, and propose a new way to represent
those common subsequences as a directed acyclic graph,
known as the common subsequences graph. Furthermore, we
propose various abstraction techniques to make the input code
1 In the rest of the paper, we use execution traces and sequence covers
alternatively.

sequence covers more concise and developer-friendly. In our
experimental evaluation, we show that using our algorithm,
along with the abstraction techniques, we efﬁciently construct
the common subsequences graph in less than a second for
multiple sequences with average length of 10,000 statements.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Weiser [27] propose program slicing as a method for aiding
debugging. Program slicing identiﬁes all the statements that
can affect a variable in a program either statically [27], or
dynamically [31]. Dynamic slicing and its variations [11],
[14], [32] potentially reduces the size of the slices. However, the slices are fairly large making them undesirable for
debugging [30]. Furthermore, the developer still has to run
the reduced program (slice) again and manually detect the
source of the error. On the contrary, our approach outputs a
subsequence of statements (and variable values) covered by the
failed test cases, through which the developer can backtrace to
quickly ﬁnd the root cause.
Two notable techniques (regression containment [22] and
Delta debugging [29]) rely on working and non-working
versions of the program under test. Regression containment
isolates changes that cause the error between the working and
non-working (that are not passing the test) program versions.
Delta debugging [29] iteratively binary-partitions the set of differences between the working and non-working versions until
it obtains the minimal failure-inducing set. Other variations of
Delta Debugging (DD) have been proposed to overcome its
limitations such as Hierarchical Delta Debugging (HDD) [20]
and Iterative Delta Debugging (IDD)[7]. As can be imagined,
ﬁnding working and non-working versions of the program
can be challenging. Also, extracting the changes between two
program versions and applying parts of these changes to the
working version can be very time consuming because of the
execution time required to run multiple combinations of these
changes. The runs cannot be performed in parallel because
a run at one iteration depends on the output of the run at
the previous iteration. Finally, applying part of the changes to
the working version may not always result in an executable
version. Conversely, our approach just relies on the current
version of the program. Also, it does not involve changing the
source code or generating different versions of the program.
Several other automated debugging techniques use statement coverage [16], their frequencies [33], predicate values
[18], program states [30], and combinations of program elements [8]. The problem with these techniques is that the
number of statements they identify for inspection can be
very large. Furthermore, they do not output subsequences of
statements, only sets of statements, which the developer has
to inspect and reason about individually.
III.

M ODELING D ISQOVER

We present our approach in this section. We begin by
stating some basic deﬁnitions, then discuss how we efﬁciently
extract commonalities between test case execution traces in
detail in the following subsections.
Deﬁnition: (Test case) Given a software S, a test case is
a set of inputs i1 , i2 , . . . in that satisfy a set of preconditions,
along with a set of expected outputs o1 , o2 , . . . om that satisfy a
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set of postconditions. When i1 , i2 , . . . in are given to software
S, S should produce o1 , o2 , . . . om in order for the test case to
pass.
Disqover is based on the existence of a large number of test
cases. Running a number of test cases causes some of them to
pass (produce a correct output) and the others to fail (produce
a wrong output, throw an error or crash).
Deﬁnition: (Passing/failing test case) Given a software S
and a test case t, t passes if S runs t to completion correctly,
producing the expected output, and t fails if t causes S to
throw an error or produce an unexpected output during the
execution of t.
In our approach, we group the failing test cases that fail
for the same reason (i.e. that throw the same type of error or
the unexpected output from the same statement) together under
the same test cases group. Test case groups enable debugging
applications that have multiple errors at the same time.
Deﬁnition: (Test cases group) A test cases group is a
set that contains one or more test cases that fail at the same
location, producing the same type of error or unexpected
output.
Furthermore, we deﬁne two types of statements that are
essential for such type of automated debugging, failure statement, and root cause subsequence.
Deﬁnition: (Failure statement) is the statement where the
unexpected output is detected. The failure can also take the
form of an application error.
We note that neither the failure statement nor its function
call stack trace are necessarily responsible for the unexpected
output, and hence, the need for identifying the root cause
becomes apparent, which is the bulk of the software debugging
process, and the objective of Disqover.
Deﬁnition: (Root cause subsequence) is a subsequence
of statements that is the main reason for the unexpected
output. This subsequence may consist of a single or multiple
statements. Fixing this subsequence prevents the unexpected
output from being produced.
Since running a test case causes speciﬁc parts of the source
code to be executed, if a test case fails, the root cause of the
failure must be in the statements that are executed during that
run. Furthermore, in the vast majority of scenarios, when test
cases fail at the same location on the same error or unexpected
output, this indicates that their execution traces share the root
cause as well.2 Therefore, by increasing the number of test
cases which fail for the same reason (i.e., from the test case
group), the subsequence possibly responsible for the error is
narrowed down, by eliminating irrelevant statements that are
not shared between the execution traces of all the test cases.
A straightforward way for implementing the above observation is by ﬁnding a simple set intersection of the statements
shared by test cases in a group (code coverage intersection).
This approach is inadequate, as it returns an unordered set of
statement with no relationship between them.
2 Although this is true for the vast majority of errors, simple extensions to
our techniques can relax this assumption.

Therefore, the basic idea of our approach is to extract the
common subsequence among the failing test cases sequence
covers. The root cause can be found in this common subsequence, and can be reached by tracing back from the failure
statement. Using sequence covers as opposed to code coverage
intersection has a number of advantages. Tracing the common
subsequence back starting from the failure statement makes the
debugging process as simple as a linear scan, as opposed to
exploring the highly interconnected program dependency graph
to trace back an application error. Furthermore, exploiting
the fact that the program statements execute in sequence can
reduce the number of statements reported, because in this
case, we will not only consider the statements that are just
shared between the sequences, but also consider that these
statements must be executed in the same order. The existence
of this additional restriction further decreases the number of
the resulting statements that the developer needs to consider
at a time.
Below we present a motivating application for using sequence covers for automated debugging, as opposed to using
code coverage intersection, but ﬁrst, we deﬁne both terms.
Deﬁnition: (Test case code coverage C(t)) Given a test
case t, the test case code coverage C(t) is a set of statements
that are excuted during the execution of t.
Deﬁnition: (Test case sequence cover S(t)) Given a test
case t, a sequence cover, S(t), is the ordered list of statements
that are executed during the execution of t according to their
execution order.
A. Motivating Example
Consider the code snippet listed in Figure 1, which has
the statements s1 , s2 , s3 , s4 and s5 (we exclude the if and the
for statements from the sequence for simplicity). It can also
execute two test cases t1 and t2 , which are from the same
test case group. t1 executes the statements s1 , s3 , s4 , s5 in the
following order s1 → s3 → s4 → s5 and t2 executes the
statements s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 in the following order s2 → s5 →
s3 → s4 . The two test cases execute each statement only once.
In this case, the code coverage set C(t1 ) is {s1 , s3 , s4 , s5 }
and the code coverage set C(t2 ) is {s2 , s3 , s4 , s5 }. Therefore,
the statements that result from applying the code-coverage
intersection technique are (s3 , s4 , s5 ). On the other hand, if we
utilize the order of statement execution, we can tell that either
the subsequence s3 , s4 or the subsequence s5 is responsible of
the error because in the ﬁrst test case s5 appears before s3 , s4
and in the second it appears after them. Therefore, s5 can be
inspected in isolation of s3 and s4 by the developer, which
minimizes the number of statements to consider at a time,
and minimizes the number of interactions and dependencies
that the developer needs to keep track of while tracing back
the statements. In this case, we generate the execution trace of
each test case as a sequence of statements, and get the common
ordered statements between all the test cases.
In the previous example, the sequence cover S(t1 ) contains
the ordered list (s1 , s3 , s4 , s5 ) and the sequence cover S(t2 )
contains the ordered list (s2 , s5 , s3 , s4 ). Using our sequence
coverage intersection technique, the statements that result from
applying it are (s3 , s4 ) or (s5 ), i.e., each subsequence has a
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if (t1) s1;
if (t2) s2;
for (i in 0,1) {
if(t1 && i=0 || t2 && i=1) {
s3; s4; }
if(t1 && i=1 || t2 && i=0) s5;
}

Fig. 1: Example program
S(t1 ) = a b a c
S(t2 ) = c a b a
S(t3 ) = a b d a
Fig. 2: Sequence covers of three test cases

smaller number of statements than those in the unordered list
of code coverage intersection.
B. Common Subsequence Coverage Algorithm
In this section, we discuss our algorithm for ﬁnding code
sequence coverage intersection in detail. The goal of our
algorithm is to detect subsequences of statements that appear
in all the test cases in the same order, and at the same time,
not necessarily consecutively, i.e., they can have arbitrary
gaps between them. For example, assuming we obtain the
three execution traces in Figure 2, we want the algorithm to
detect that the subsequence (a, b, a) is the one that is common
between them. Applying the Longest Common Subsequences,
LCS, algorithm is not suitable in our case as it outputs the
longest common subsequence only, which may not contain
the root cause of the error, as it is just one of the possible
subsequences among all the common subsequences. In this
section we discuss our approach for ﬁnding all the common
subsequences, and in Section III-C, we show how to rank
the subsequences according to their importance so that we
output the subsequence with the highest rank according to that
criteria.
To enumerate all the possible common subsequences between a set of sequences (potentially a large number of them,
since we may have the output of the execution of a large
number of test cases over large programs), we follow the steps
outlined below.
1) Applying Code Coverage Intersection: As an initial step,
we intersect all the code coverage sets of the test cases to get
the set of statements that are common between them. Clearly,
the common subsequences must be composed of statements in
that intersection only. We denote this as C = C(t1 ) ∩ C(t2 )...
2) Excluding Initialization Code: To minimize the number
of statements in the intersection, we remove the initialization code, which is the code responsible of starting up the
application. Since the initialization code is shared by all the
test cases, the intersection of their code coverage will contain
these initialization statements, which are not necessarily related
to the error. To help reducing the code coverage intersection
size, we assume that the initialization code is bug-free, and
calculate the intersection between the test cases by excluding
the initialization code. C = C − C0 , where C0 , is the
application initialization code.

3) Constructing the Common Subsequences Graph: The
problem of generating all common subsequences among a set
of sequences is difﬁcult because there is an exponential number
of combinations that can be considered in order to construct the
common subsequence. If a statement appears multiple times
 in
each sequence, say n1 , . . . , nm times, then there are O( i ni )
ways to construct smaller subsequences recursively out of the
original ones to continue ﬁnding the common subsequences
among them and so on. In this subsection, we discuss how to
model that problem using our common subsequences graph,
and how to compute the the common subsequences efﬁciently
by only considering meaningful combinations, because not all
of the possible combinations can make it to the ﬁnal common
subsequences.
Since each statement can occur multiple times in each
sequence cover, we deﬁne a particular combination of occurrences of a statement in all sequence covers to be an instance
of that statement as it can possibly contribute to a common
subsequence. For example, in Figure 2, b has only one possible
instance of occurrence: (2, 3, 2), which means that b occurs at
position 2 in S(t1 ), position 3 at S(t2 ), and position 2 at
S(t3 ). However, a has eight possible instances, since it occurs
in S(t1 ) at positions 1, 3, in S(t2 ) at positions 2, 4, and in
S(t3 ) at positions 1, 4. Therefore, a’s possible combinations
are (1, 2, 1), (1, 2, 4), (1, 4, 1), . . . etc.
Now that we have deﬁned instances of occurrences for each
statement, a common subsequence is a sequence of instances
(inst1 , inst2 , .., instn ) such that all positions in insti are
strictly less than their corresponding positions in insti+1 , for
all 1 ≤ i < n.
Deﬁnition: (Operator <) Given two instances insti and
instj , insti < instj if and only if all the positions in insti
are less than their corresponding positions in instj .
Likewise, we deﬁne > over pairs of instances, insti and
instj using their corresponding positions.
Example: consider the instance of a’s occurrence inst1 =
(1, 2, 4) and the instance of b’s occurrence inst2 = (2, 3, 2).
A common subsequence cannot consist of inst1 followed by
inst2 , because inst1 < inst2 , because at the third place, a
occurs at position 4 while b occurs at position 2, which means
that a precedes b in all the test case sequences, but not in
the third, where b precedes a, which means that (inst1 , inst2 )
is not a valid common subsequence. On the other hand, if
we consider inst1 as the instance (1, 2, 1), then (inst1 , inst2 )
becomes a valid common subsequence, because inst1 < inst2 ,
where for every position in inst1 , its corresponding position
in inst2 is strictly greater than it, which means that a precedes
b in all test cases.
The naive way for generating the common subsequences
using the instances is by generating all possible instances
(inst1 , inst2 , . . .) for all statements and ﬁnding which of
them follows the others, i.e., insti < instj . To make this
process more scalable, we propose an algorithm that generates
the instances on demand, and avoids constructing redundant
subsequences during the common subsequence building time.
The algorithm is based on constructing a graph of instances,
where nodes of the graph represent instances, and an edge from
instance insti to instj means that insti > instj and there is
no other instk such that insti > instk and instk > instj , i.e.,
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there is no intermediate instance that can appear in the common
subsequence between insti and instj , and hence, edges of the
graph are constructed between nodes that represent instances
that directly follow each other.
In order to generate the instances on demand, we only
create the least instance for each statement in the code coverage intersection, generate its edges, and recurse. For example,
considering the sequence coverage in Figure 2, we start by
the least instance for a : (1, 2, 1), and the least instance for
b : (2, 3, 2) and add them to a stack. We then pick (1, 2, 1)
from the stack, generate its edges by choosing from the next
least possible instances relative to it, and add those next least
possible instances back to the stack if they do not already exist
or if they have not been already processed. To generate the
next least possible instances efﬁciently, we use binary search
by constructing an array pos[s, ti ] storing the positions of each
statement s in each sequence cover of ti in sorted order. Given
an instance (p1 , . . . , pm ) of a statement s , we ﬁnd the next
least position to pi in the sequence of ti by searching for
pi in that sequence. We continue consuming nodes from the
stack until it becomes empty, the point at which we have
generated a precedence graph on the instances, where any path
in that graph represents a common subsequence between the
execution traces of all test cases.
Deﬁnition: (Common subsequences graph) a common
subsequences graph is a directed acyclic graph whose nodes
represent instances of occurrence of statements in the sequence
cover of all test cases, and its edges represent the direct <
relationship between those instances. Any path in this graph
represents a common subsequence of the execution traces of
all test cases.
4) Extracting common subsequences: To generate the common subsequences between the execution traces of all test
cases, we start from the node representing the failure statement
in the common subsequences graph, and traverse its neighbors,
generating all possible paths. Each of these paths is a common
subsequence.
C. Algorithm Optimizations
We enhance our algorithm by 1) abstracting the test cases,
and 2) extracting the most important subsequences only. Test
case abstractions transform the sequence covers to more abstract, shorter versions. Most important common subsequence
extraction selects a subsequence from the common subsequences graph that is most likely to contain the root cause.
1) Test case abstraction: We achieve test case abstraction
using two techniques: loop-based abstraction, and block-based
abstraction. In loop-based abstraction, we compress each loop
in each test case sequence to appear as one iteration. We
identify loops as any subsequence of program statements in the
execution trace that is consecutively repeated more than once.
In block-based abstraction, we compress program statements
always appear consecutively in all test case sequences and
substitute them with one node in the common subsequence
graph. We use a variant of the sufﬁx tree algorithm to discover
those patterns and substitute them.
2) Extracting the most important common subsequences:
Reporting all possible common subsequences to the developers

App
ArgoUML
Crossword Sage
Buddi
Freemind

LOC
152513
3072
20922
7702

# Classes
1787
34
257
136

# Methods
13117
238
1580
788

TABLE I: Application code complexity metrics

may be impractical, especially, if one subsequence can point
out where the root cause of the error is. Furthermore, traversing
all the paths starting from the failure statement node in large
graphs is time consuming and results in a large number of
paths, while we are only interested in just one sequence to
present to the user, which is likely to contain the trace back
from the failure statement to the root cause. Therefore, in
our algorithm instead of traversing all paths, we assign scores
to the nodes in the graph according to their degrees,3 which
indicate the likelihood of those nodes participating in faulty
sequences, and then generate the path that passes along the
nodes with the highest scores.
IV.

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

To evaluate Disqover, we perform a set of experiments that
answer the following research questions:
RQ1 Does Disqover help developers ﬁnd root causes of
failures more effectively?
RQ2 Does diversifying the input test cases or increasing
their number reduces the number of statements in the common
subsequence?
RQ3 Do our algorithms lead to a more efﬁcient evaluation
of the common subsequence?
A. Subject Applications and Faults
We evaluate Disqover using 4 open source Java GUI
applications: ArgoUML [1], Crossword Sage[3], Buddi [2],
and Freemind [4]. Table I lists some code complexity metrics
of the subject applications such as the number of lines of
code (LOC) in each application, the number of classes, and
the number of methods. As we can see, the number of lines
of code of those applications vary from thousands of lines of
code (e.g., Crossword Sage) to hundreds of thousands of lines
of code (e.g., ArgoUML).
We use both seeded and real faults to evaluate our approach. We summarize the faults used with each of the applications in Table III. Although all the faults are exception-type
faults, the same approach can be used for programs producing
unexpected results as long as failing test cases are available
for those unexpected results.
We implement a tool as an Eclipse plugin to enable
developers to use our approach. We use GUITAR [23] tools to
automatically generate the test cases and replay them. We use
Cobertura [6] code coverage tool to obtain the code coverage
of each test case. We modify it so that it outputs code sequence
covers instead of statement coverage reports. We use the Java
Debugger (JDB) [5] command line debugging tool to automate
extracting the variable values.
3 We

study other metrics in future work.
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Fault

Event

Exception

ArgoUML
Crosswordsage1
Crosswordsage2
Buddi
Freemind1
Freemind2
Freemind3

Export All Graphics
Load crossword To Edit
New crosswords
Save As
Save As
Open
Remove Node

FileNotFoundException
NullPointerException
NumberFormatException
FileNotFoundException
FileNotFoundException
FileNotFoundException
NullPointerException

Seeded
or
real?
real
seeded
seeded
real
real
real
seeded

TABLE II: Application faults

B. Experiments
In this subsection, we describe the experiments performed
to evaluate Disqover. We perform experiments to measure the
impact of using our approach by real developers to debug the
faults in the subject applications, in terms of both the saving
in debugging time and the number of statements to examine
before ﬁnding the root cause. We also perform experiments
to measure the number of statements to examine by developers before reaching the root cause in comparison to other
techniques such as Tarantula [16] and Fonly [33]. Moreover,
we measure the effect of choosing diverse input test cases on
the size of the output common subsequence. Furthermore, we
evaluate our abstraction techniques effect on the length of our
input sequence covers, and evaluate the effect of the number
of test cases over both the running time and the length of
resulting common subsequence, comparing our approach to
multiple baselines. We show that our approach signiﬁcantly
reduces the amount of time needed to discover the source of the
fault, and we also show the effectiveness of our sequence cover
abstraction techniques, for reducing the computation time and
the length of the output common subsequences, especially, for
the computationally intensive ones.
1) User Study: We address RQ1 in this experiment by
evaluating our techniques and tool under real-world usage
scenarios. We present the software bugs to human developers
that have no prior knowledge of the software and ask them
to identify the root cause. We worked with a group of six
competent developers, all pursuing PhD degrees in Computer
Science and have solid background in Software Engineering.
Three developers were asked to locate the root cause using
our tool only, and the other three were asked to use whichever
technique they were comfortable with, including command line
debugging or Eclipse tools. The assignment was performed
randomly. Each developer was asked to identify the root
cause of the three faults: ArgoUML (FileNotFoundException),
CrossWord Sage (NullPointerException and NumberFormatException). We measured the time from when the developer
started the debugging process until he/she identiﬁed the root
cause. The developers who used our tool took an average of
2:30, 1:26, 1:14 minutes to perform the tasks, respectively.
They accurately identiﬁed the root causes, and one of them
needed to check the source code once, while the others did
not check the source code at all. Furthermore, our developers
found the search tool very useful in ﬁnding relevant statements
to the statements they wanted to trace back from. They thought
the tool helped them a lot ﬁnding the bug source quickly, and
the variable values gave them hints about which variables to
focus their backtracking process on. The developers needed to

Fault
ArgoUML
Crosswordsage1
Crosswordsage2
Buddi
Freemind1
Freemind2
Freemind3

Proposed Approach

9:36
7:12
4:48

No. of Failed TC
22
261
321
143
338
337
417

No. of Passed TC
100
86
45
108
300
300
300

2:24

TABLE III: Application faults

0:00
ArgoUML

2) Comparison with other approaches: In this experiment,
we address RQ1 by comparing Disqover with two statement
ranking techniques, Tarantula [16] and Fonly [33]. We choose
Tarantula because Jones et al. [15] show that Tarantula outperforms many other ranking techniques in fault localization.
Furthermore, we choose Fonly, as it is the only technique that
uses failed test cases only in fault localization like our technique. Both techniques rank the program statements according
to the their suspiciousness of being the root cause using a
scoring formula that assigns a score to each statement.
To compare our system to both systems, we use a metric
that quantiﬁes the “number of inspected statements” until the
source is found. For our system, this metric is simply the
number of statements that a developer traces back in order to
identify the root cause starting with the failure statement. For
both Tarantula and Fonly, this metric is deﬁned as the number
of statements whose score is greater than or equal to the score
of the root cause statement. To express an average case, instead
of counting all the statements whose score is equal to the score
of the root cause statement if many of them share the same
score, we just count half of them (to express the expectation
of inspecting the root cause statement if statements with equal
score are randomly ordered). We note that even with this type
of comparison, our system still has an advantage, which is that
the statements being inspected are not disconnected, or parts of
unrelated methods or classes. They actually form a sequence
as one statement leads to the other, and helps the developer
understand the execution sequence that leads to the error, while
with the other two approaches, the developer will probably
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examine 12, 11, and 10 statements only in the subsequence
to ﬁnd the root cause of the faults above, respectively. On
the other hand, developers who did not use our tool either
identiﬁed the source incorrectly, or took longer time to identify
it. For example, one developer just used the output exception
stack trace to identify the root cause, and only chose from the
lines that were referred to by the stack trace. That approach is
not correct, because the root cause of the problems does not
necessarily exist in the exception stack trace. That approach
led to incorrectly identifying two out of the three faults by that
developer. Disregarding the incorrect results, the developers
not using our tool took the following times on average to
complete the tasks: 9:18, 8:36, and 6:07 minutes, respectively.
All the results are shown in Figure 3. As we can see, the ratios
between the times taken by the developers using our approach
to the these of the developers using the other approach are
27%, 17%, and 20% for the three applications, respectively.
Therefore, on average, our approach saved developers 79% of
their debugging time in this experiment.
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have to carry out the task of understanding the sequence
causing the bug of each suggested statement on his/her own.
Therefore, our system produces many statements that explain
an individual root cause, while other systems produce many
statements that are missing their explanation.
In this experiment, we use all of the 7 bugs discussed in
Section IV-A. We implement the formulas of both techniques
and obtain the scores. Table III shows the number of passing
and failing test cases we used with every application. Results
are presented in Figure 4 in log scale. We ﬁnd that our system
leads to a signiﬁcantly smaller number of statements. For
example, on average the number of statements that need to be
inspected by our approach is 112 times smaller than Tarantula’s
number of statements to be inspected, and 147 times smaller
than Fonly’s number of statements to be inspected. On the
other hand, in the case of Buddi bug, our system needs to
inspect a number of statements that is 1250 times shorter than
Tarantula, and in ArgoUML bug is 4291 times shorter than
Fonly. Finally, we use a signiﬁcantly smaller number of test
cases than those reported in [33] and [15].
3) Test case diversity experiment: In this experiment, we
address RQ2 by studying the effect of the diversity of the input
test cases on the size of the output common subsequence.
As expected, the more diverse the input test cases are, the
smaller the size of the output subsequence is. To capture this
type of performance, we compare two approaches for selecting
the input test cases. The ﬁrst approach selects sufﬁciently
diverse subset of test cases among the set of all input test
cases, and the other approach selects a random subset. To
measure diversity between two test cases, we use the size of
the intersection of their code covers. The smaller the number
of the intersection, the more diverse the two test cases are.
Therefore, to select a diverse subset of test cases of size n,
we start with the the two test cases with the highest diversity
according to the deﬁnition above, and incrementally add one
test case that will maximize the diversity, until we have n
test cases. Although this approach is greedy and may lead
to a local optima, we adopt it because of its efﬁciency. An

4) Sequence Cover Length Experiments: In this experiment, we address RQ3 by evaluating the effect of our sequence
cover abstraction techniques over the average size of sequence
cover. We use four faults. For each fault, we evaluate the
length of the sequence covers in the following cases 1)
no initialization code removal and no sequence abstraction
techniques, 2) with removing the initialization code but without
applying any of our abstraction techniques, 3) with removing
the initialization code and applying block-based abstraction
only, 4) with removing the initialization code and applying
loop-based abstraction only, and 5) with removing initialization
code and applying both abstraction techniques. The results of
this experiment are shown in Figure 6, where we plot the average length of the sequence cover using each approach for each
fault on log scale. As we can see, removing the initialization
code results in a signiﬁcant reduction of the average sequence
cover length relative to the original length, averaging a length
that is 20% of the original average sequence cover length.
After applying the loop-based abstraction, the average length
drops to 3% of the original length, which is signiﬁcantly lower
than the reduction ratio without that abstraction technique,
illustrating the beneﬁt of that approach. On the other hand,
both removing initialization code and block-based abstraction
only lead to 4% average length, which is slightly higher
than removing initialization code and applying loop-based
abstraction only, but still has a signiﬁcant effect. The overall
length after applying all techniques together is 2.7% of the
original length. The reason is that when applying both loopbased and block-based abstraction together, the effect of blockbased abstraction is not as high as if it is applied by itself, but
as we can see, applying them together is still beneﬁcial. That
effect is more obvious when considering the running time of
the algorithm using both abstraction techniques, as we discuss
in Section IV-B5.
5) Running Time Experiments: In these experiments, we
address RQ3 by evaluating the effect of the number of test
cases on the algorithm running time using Disqover, and a
number of baselines. We compare the running time using
our approach to the running time using 1) block-based abstraction only, 2) loop-based abstraction only, and 3) none of
the abstraction techniques. We remove the initialization code
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observation that we saw during implementing this experiment
is that many attempts of running random caused an out of
memory exception to occur, and took a very long time to
evaluate the common subsequence before ﬁnally timing out
(after hours of letting it run). To enable the comparison, we
choose an example attempt of running the random approach
that did not cause an out of memory exception and did not
time out, and show its results in our ﬁgures. The results of
our comparison are shown in Figures 5 (a), (b), (c) for the
faults of CrossWord Sage (NumberFormatException), Buddi,
and ArgoUML, respectively. We vary the number of test cases,
and measure the output common subsequence length for both
random and diverse selections. As we can see, for the same
size of input test cases, the test cases that are more diverse
lead to a shorter common subsequence size than that resulting
from the random selection approach. Note that the last point
in each ﬁgure has the same value for both approaches because
we use the same set of test cases as input to both approaches.
Also, as we can see from Figure 5 (b), Buddi with the random
selection approach always times out after using 5 test cases.

Application

Fig. 6: Sequence Cover Length Experiments
in all cases. We also compared against the naive approach
for constructing the common subsequences graph which we
discussed in Section III-B. However, we omit the results of
that approach from the discussion, as it does not scale, and
causes out of memory exceptions in all cases. The results are
shown in Figures 5 (d), (e), (f), for the faults: Crossword Sage
(NumberFormatException), ArgoUML (FileNotFoundException), Buddi (FileNotFoundException), respectively. As we can
see, the baselines outperform our approach only in the case
of Crossword Sage, because the length of sequence covers
is already very small. Therefore, the overhead introduced by
applying the abstraction techniques does not lead to much overall computation reduction over the case without abstraction.
However, in the other two cases, ArgoUML and Buddi, our
approach evaluates the common subsequences in much less
time than the baselines, especially in the case of Buddi, where
the average sequence cover length is very high, the advantages
of our approach are much more obvious. The highest running
time using our approach is 1.4 minutes (from Buddi), while
all other approaches could only run for one or two data
points, and broke our timeout limit which is 5 minutes for
these experiments in all other cases. Just for the purpose of
illustration, we removed the timeout constraint on the data
point with 5 test cases in the case of Buddi using block-based
abstraction only, and the common subsequence evaluation took
19 minutes, which is 2456 times slower than our optimized
approach. Another observation is related to the relationship
between the number of test cases and the running time. As
expected, the running time increases with the increase of the
number of test cases, with our approach being the most stable
to increasing the number of test cases, which shows that our
abstraction approaches play an important role in keeping our
approach scalable.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we introduced Disqover, a new method for
automated software debugging via sequence covers. Disqover
exploits automated test case generation tools to generate a large
number of test cases, and implements a novel algorithm to ﬁnd
commonalities between the failing test cases by automatically
replaying them, and extracting their sequence covers, i.e.,
execution traces. We propose an efﬁcient algorithm for ﬁnding
the common subsequences between multiple sequence covers,
and use that algorithm to present a suggested subsequence
to the developer for each error separately, which he/she can
trace back to ﬁnd the root cause of a fault. Our experimental
evaluation shows the effectiveness of our approach in terms
of minimizing the developer’s debugging time and minimizing
the common subsequences algorithm output size and running
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Fig. 5: (a-c) Test case diversity experiments and (d-f) Running time experiments

time. Finally, we will extend our approach to accommodate
other ranking functions for the common subsequences than
the function maximizing the sum of the node degrees in the
common subsequences graph.
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